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Getting the basics right at the beginning will save you a lot of hassles later on and pave the way for a
successful photography business. This guide is designed both for amateur photographers who are looking on
how to start a photography business as well as the pro photographers who want to refresh their photography
business plans. We have put together a 10 step handbook on how to start a photography business. Here is the
step-by-step guide you need to follow for starting your photography business and getting success. Working out
your photography business goals To attain success in life, you need to set your goals and follow through to
achieve success. Likewise, for your photography business, you need to set business goals that you would work
towards accomplishing. Think of your business goals as a long-term vision that you want to realize through
your successful photography business. A few examples of business goals can be: I want to be the number 1
wedding photographer in my area. I want to switch to photography full-time and make X amount of money
every year. I want to travel the world through my photography assignments. I want to work with families and
take up portrait photography for seniors, kids, and moms. As you can see, whatever business goal to you set
for your photography business is going to define everything that follows. Starting your photography business
by setting clear business goals is the first step towards having clarity and purpose to execute the next nine
steps. Choose your photography niche Interconnected with figuring out your photography business goals is the
process of choosing your photography niche. As a professional photographer, you need to start off by
specializing in one genre. While taking on whatever assignment comes your way when you are starting out
might be pragmatic, be aware of slowly but surely steering the work you take on towards the type of
photography expert you want to become. There are many types of photography that you can pursue - wedding
photography , portrait photography, commercial photography, sports photography, travel photography and
many others. As you grow, you can make your mark in multiple photography genres, but having strong
expertise in one photography niche is crucial to establishing a successful photography business. Focus on your
ideal client Once you have chosen your photography niche, you will then have to figure out an ideal client
persona for yourself. Several factors go into deciding who your ideal client is: Do you want clients closer to
where you live or are you willing to travel regularly for photography assignments. Be aware that many of the
photography genres like wedding photography or portrait photography are firmly tied-in to the location.
Clients tend to pick photographers from their local area based on references and their network. The kind of
people you want to work with can be a significant deciding factor in the type of photographer you become.
You may feel more comfortable working with kids or seniors, or with to-be moms rather than fashion models.
Or you might excel in commercial, corporate shoots rather than working with families. Always go with your
instinct and who you are most comfortable working with. How much money are they willing to spend: Based
on your photography business goals, you will need to choose clients based on their income levels. Based on
your interest and style: Some clients will automatically be drawn to your personal, signature style while others
might have a clear vision about how they want their photo shoots to turn out. You need to find opportunities
that let you find a balance between your creative freedom and working to a fixed client brief. Take your time
to figure out your ideal client as you would invest a lot of time, energy and money in a marketing plan
pursuing your ideal client base. Make sure that you are being honest with yourself and not making your
decision based on trends or whoever pays the most money. Market evaluation and getting your pricing right
Carry out a thorough research and analysis of the market you are going to operate in to understand the
requirement that people have from the photography business you are starting. Try and find out the specific
needs of the customers which are not being met by the competition in your demographic area. Are people in
your area hiring photographers from outside of your locality? How can you beat the competition on services
you offer or price points to make a mark and start gaining clients? Research the websites of all photographers
that are operating in your area and are proving the services you intend to provide. For example, if you are
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starting a portrait photography business, find out the rates offered by the competition. Are they offering
packages or a-la-carte rates? Most photographers do mention the starting price of their services on their
website. Setting your price point just a little below the competition can be a good strategy when you are a
starting your photography business. But do take care not to undercut the pricing too much or else you will end
up with an unsustainable and loss-making business. Check out this detailed article on how to set your
photography pricing. Your business plan is the blueprint that you would follow to realize your business goals.
Creating a detailed business plan will help you start a photography business and take it forward towards
making it a sustainable, thriving enterprise. What should a photography business plan include? The essential
aspects of a photography business plan are as follows: Describe in detail the defining characteristics of the
photography business you are starting out with. What would be your USPs? Competition Analysis What
would be the services you would offer What would be your product line? The legal structure of your business:
There are many ways to structure your business legally - sole proprietorship, LLC or C-corp. Each of them
comes with a different setup cost, personal liability protection and tax and compliance requirements.
Understanding the various aspects of the legal structure for your photography business is essential. Taking
advise from a lawyer is advisable before you make this big decision. Calculate the initial cost of starting the
photography business. Include all expenses such as costs of legally setting up your business, setting up an
office or studio, buying equipment, marketing costs, etc. Make sure that investing in starting your business
should not leave you completely cash-strapped and without any money for operational expenses. If necessary,
you can look at taking up a small business loan. Check out this great article on the various types of small
business financing options available and how to get then loan. Cost of running a business: Calculate all
recurring expenses associated with your business - rentals that you would need to pay, consumables you
would use, repair and maintenance of equipment, professional fees of CPAs, assistants or any other help. What
will be the costs incurred every time you take up a photography assignment? Figuring out your pricing can be
the most crucial part of your photography business plan. You need to balance your investments and cost of
running your business against your revenue expectations and figure out a pricing model that ensures that you
run a profitable business. Factor in seasonality and downtime of your business to make sure you have
cash-flows that cover that as well. Marketing and Advertising Your business plan should also feature a
detailed analysis on how you would build your clients list. What are the marketing and advertising
opportunities available to you, what would they cost and what is the return-on-investment that you plan to
accomplish? Registering your photography business Now that you have your photography business plan in
place, its time to go ahead and register your photography business and make it a legal entity. Here are the steps
you need to follow to register your photography business: Finalise your photography business name Finding a
perfect business name is crucial as this would also become your brand name. Your brand name should be
memorable, unique descriptive - all at the same time. And most importantly, it should be available for you to
use without anyone else using it in a similar context. Figure out a few names that you like and then search if
anyone else is using the same name. Do a simple web search and see if something comes up. Book a domain
name in your business name. It is a good idea to register a trademark for your brand name to make sure no-one
else can use it in the future. Setup a business bank account Make sure that you keep your business and
personal financials separate. Set up a business bank account to manage all your business transactions. Check
on the business licenses you need A photography business license is typically required for professional
photographers. Check with your local municipal and state government to see what kind of business licenses
are required for you to run your businesses. Check out The U. Small Business Administration website for
more information on licenses required for running a business. While taking up business insurance can seem
prohibitive when you are starting out, the risk of being in an unfortunate situation without insurance is not
worth taking. Make sure you have the right business insurance in place to cover any liabilities. Contracts and
agreements Having business contracts and agreements in place from day one will help you look professional
in front of your clients and instill confidence in them by clearly outlining the expectations and deliverables for
any photography assignment you take up. Finding a lawyer, you can bank on: While as a photographer you are
not going to regularly need the services of a lawyer or at least we hope not! Buy just the necessary tools Now
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that your plan of staring your photography business is taking off, you need to make sure you have just the
right photography equipment to handle the photography assignments that would come your way. You can
always rent some of the more expensive equipment for a specific photo shoot when they are required. Make
sure you own photography equipment like a good camera, the backup camera, lenses, flashes, batteries and
charger that will form your photography gear on a day-to-day basis. You would also need to invest in
post-production and editing tools such as the software, computer, calibration device, necessary computer
programs, storage devices, etc. Also, choose a photo lab carefully and get samples done so that you can deliver
optimal quality of prints, albums, and other deliverables to your clients. Create a photography portfolio
website Your photography portfolio website is going to be the single, most important tool that would help you
grow your business. Your portfolio website is your gateway to the world and will speak on your behalf to your
potential clients. Most clients will see your work and get to know you first through your portfolio website.
Chapter 2 : The Ultimate List of FREE Photography Books! Get them ALL
the photographer s business handbook Download the photographer s business handbook or read online here in PDF or
EPUB. Please click button to get the photographer s business handbook book now.

Chapter 3 : Photography Business Plan
This guide is designed both for amateur photographers who are looking on how to start a photography business as well
as the pro photographers who want to refresh their photography business plans. We have put together a 10 step
handbook on how to start a photography business.

Chapter 4 : 20 Free Ebooks For Photographers - Hongkiat
Business, marketing, and accounting classes can be helpful for self-employed photographers. Training Photographers
have a talent or natural ability for taking good photos, and this talent is typically cultivated over years of practice.
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Photographers Business And Legal Handbook Legal handbook for photographers: the rights and, legal handbook for
photographers and millions of other books are available for amazon kindle learn.

Chapter 6 : How to Start a Photography Business - 10 Step Handbook
This handbook was written in the early 's, when most people were still using film, but it's well worth having for the tips on
exposure, lighting, and composition. Hedgecoe is a master! Interestingly, the text was written Leonard Ford, who has
published books on photography under the name Michael Langford.
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Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.
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